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How To Get The Work Done And Still Have A Life – Work/Life
Balance IS Possible!
A Special Report
By Robyn Pearce (The Time Queen)
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Introduction
If you are all too familiar with the rigmarole of trying to stay upright in that tremulous earthquake zone
of work and life balance, read on.

Do any of the following scenarios sound familiar?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your peaceful home morphs into a mad house every morning.
You rush to get the kids to school.
You race into the office, heart pounding, hoping they won’t notice you’re a bit late – again.
You work hard all day but then have to leave before the rest of your colleagues, only to find you
are the last parent to arrive at after school care.
Perhaps you’ve missed a promotion or a career opportunity because it conflicts with the
responsibilities you have to your family?
Your loved ones think you work too hard and never have time for them, even though you feel
like a headless chicken running between family, friends and work, giving 200% to all.

Take heart, you can manage it all.

Although much of this Special Report addresses families with children of various ages, the core
concepts are the same no matter what your personal and family circumstances. If you’re child-free I
invite you to focus on the principles and filter out the stuff about the kids.
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I know all too well the pressures that jump all over a person trying to raise a family and manage a
career. My first husband and I shared the raising of 6 of the little darlings – five of our own and an
intellectually handicapped foster son until he was 16. I didn’t get back to full-time work until the
youngest was at school and didn’t start my own business until the younger ones were almost finished
at high school. However, no matter what age and stage you and your loved ones are at, if you’ve got a
family there are always things happening. It might be aged parents; it might be sick friends who need
you; it might be ‘grandparent duties and delights’. (I know that one well, with 14 grandchildren!)

Through my own long path of trial and error I can tell you with some certainty – you can have a life,
wonderful personal relationships and a career or other interests. It’s all about focus and choice.

The last 20 years have been quite a journey, seeking practical, realistic work/life balance strategies
through my very varied life stages. Here are a few tips I’ve discovered – I hope they’re helpful for you.
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Get Your Priorities Right
The search for balance between work and family is the cry of our times. More and more people are
questioning the frenetic pace they seem to be sucked into in their daily lives.

You haven't got time to take a lunch break? No chance to exercise? If you’ve got young children, you
can't get home in time to see your children before they go to bed? So, what’s happening here? How
can this situation be changed?

A successful young Australian businessman was horrified when he heard his three-year-old refer to
him as the Breakfast Man. As he thought about it, he realised the only time his child saw him was at
breakfast.

He instantly rescheduled his work to be home earlier. Sometimes it meant that he still had work to
do at home after they were in bed, but with very simple changes he became a more significant part of
his children’s lives.

Perhaps the long hours you work haven’t changed since before you had children. Maybe you feel
pressure to continue taking on work opportunities that steal away even more of your time. Soon
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enough it becomes the norm and you and your family don’t know any different. But it wears you
down!

It’s surprisingly easy, once you’re clear on your values and priorities, to re-organise your hours and
spend more time with your loved ones. And it’s even more surprising, once you outline these priorities
to your family and workplace, how willingly people accept it!
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Choose To Work For Organisations That
Support Flexibility
More and more companies are starting to think about this whole issue in a more creative and
proactive way. They are recognising the need to support staff who want to spend time with their
families or pursue other life ambitions by giving them the flexibility to create their own hours and/or
work space. This is, of course, a mutual relationship – if we go down that path, part of our
responsibility is to make sure we still get the job done under the new arrangement.

I’m constantly delighted by the increasing range of books and websites devoted to this topic. A
really useful source is Kerry Fallon Horgan’s book Time On, Time Out! Flexible Work Solutions to Keep
Your Life in Balance (Allen & Unwin) and also her website www.flexibility.com.au

Kerry notes that men and women of all ages want greater balance in their lives. There is an
increasing trend toward employees seeking work and personal life balance even when sometimes that
will come at a cost to career advancement or a promotion.

In both book and website you’ll find a big range of ideas on how to encourage your workplace to be
one of the progressive organisations who allow flexibility; to give more than lip service to the fact that
their people are the key to success. She also gives many practical suggestions on how the firm can get
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huge financial benefits as well as enjoy an increase in morale and performance, increased
commitment, staff retention and a huge reduction in stress levels.

And there’s another highly relevant factor as good skilled workers become harder to find.
Organizations that show they care for their employees enjoy a much higher level of successful
recruiting and retention.

Here is a small sample of other good sources of information about flexibility, simplicity and (for the
parents) commonsense parenting and working parent suggestions:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Take Back Your Time – www.timeday.org
Simple Living Network - www.simpleliving.net
Zen Habits - http://zenhabits.net/ (one of my favourite blogs)
MaryEllen Tribby’s www.WorkingMomsOnly.com
The Thinking Parents Forum http://www.thinkingparentsforum.com.au/
E-work.com – mastering the virtual workplace http://www.e-work.com/index.html
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Sometimes Balance Is Neither Possible Nor
Desirable – But Not For Too Long!
When we’re in start-up mode on pretty much anything it is near impossible to be balanced perfectly
in all areas of life. If balance is our over-riding principle we run the risk of never creating enough
momentum to get our desired project(s) off the ground. (And, if we’re honest with ourselves, a
perfectly balanced life all the time would probably be rather boring!)

However - the price of ignoring balance for too long is profound. I’ve done it myself in earlier years –
it’s what got me into this whole topic of time management. I got tired of being tired all the time, of
feeling driven, of feeling I always had to complete everything, achieve every goal, be superwoman,
supermum, superlover - perfect at everything. It was too hard.

Stories abound of highly successful people in every arena, so focused on their big goal that they go
beyond breaking point and suffer a traumatic reversal. They may be running a business, building a
high-level career, making buckets of money, a top sportsperson, or developing skills in a particular
area. And then something cracks. The reversal is sometimes financial, sometimes health, and in many
cases it is relationship-based.
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There was nothing wrong with their focus, except they kept it going too long. While we can be out
of balance for a short time, it’s critical to our long-term success that we realign with our values from
time to time.

Balance doesn't come automatically - we have to plan for it.
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When You Are Happier At Home You Are
Happier At Work
Let's give the illustration of this point to one of my 'Top Time Tip' subscribers (Activate your
subscription here: http://www.gettingagrip.com/articles/free-stuff/14/3/)

At the time of writing Michael was a real estate agent and
auctioneer in Canberra, Australia.

'Robyn, I am sending this to you on "Nicholas Thursday". That's the
day I spend with my 11 month old grandson. By doing so it allows my
daughter to reduce to two days the need to place Nicholas in day
care. The real truth is that Nicholas and I have a ball every Thursday.
When he's sleeping I work, when he is awake we play. The clients who
know what I do think it's great: those that wouldn't think it great,
don't know. Mobile phones work very well from home and I take
control of my schedule by not making appointments on Thursdays.
'By the way my sales have increased this past 6 months compared to
the previous 6 months.
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‘Andrew Mathews, who was another of the speakers with you at the convention at Royal Pines,
said: “When you are happier at home, you are happier at work. When you are happier at work
you are happier at home!”

‘Everything is connected.'
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Schedule Regular ‘Sanity Gaps’
First thing in the day is my personal favourite slot of ‘me time’ – what I call my ‘sanity gaps’. I love
slipping quietly out of bed in the dark and having the first few hours to myself. It’s my most creative
time – books, articles, new products, thinking, planning – it’s my secret productivity weapon! It’s also
my favourite exercise time. If those running shoes aren’t heading out the door before 6am they hardly
ever find themselves going later in the day.

But morning doesn’t work for everyone. Lisa, one of my coaching clients, is a classic example. She’s
the mother of a blended family of six children, with the youngest being 3-year-old twins. She also holds
down a senior position in a utilities company. When I suggested she get up early to have a quiet time,
she laughed.

‘Let me tell you about this morning. At 5.45 am one twin arrived at the side of the bed, climbed in
between Dear One and I and proceeded to wriggle. 15 minutes later his twin brother joined him. The
minute my feet hit the floor, two small pairs joined me. I don’t think morning is quite the slot I’d
choose right now!’

If some variation of this sounds like your mornings, look for another solution. There will be one. Just
one example: many working parents find the drive home is a great ‘de-tuner’. Some even tack an extra
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15 – 20 minutes on and stop somewhere quiet and serene to just chill out. Sometimes that will be a
‘seat back, shut eyes’ power nap – amazing how that keeps you going long into the evening.

In any family with young children it’s challenging to carve out this slot. You might not be able to do it
every day. However, even if it’s only once a week it still makes a difference.

Who else is feeling the pressure? Maybe you can support each
other? When my tribe were quite small and I was close to
burnout yet again, I realised that my friend Jenny was also feeling
rather frazzled. We had pre-schoolers of similar age - both with
three under five plus older children). We decided to start a ‘trade
the kids’ arrangement once a week, including babies.

One of my abiding memories is the feeling on my first ‘childless’ morning. As I walked along the
main street of our small country town minus hangers-on, pushchair and every sense on red alert to
keep toddlers safe, I felt as though I was dancing on air! So light, so free – it was sensational! No one
was demanding anything of me for at least 3 hours. I was a grown-up again!

And it didn’t cost a penny – just planning. If this is your situation, get your diary out now and
organise it. Even if you miss some of your ‘sanity gaps’ due to unexpected crises, anything’s better than
nothing.
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Every Six Weeks Have A Flexible Weekend,
Being As Free And Slothful As You Wish - NO
Work. If Possible Extend It To 3 Or 4 Days
When you're learning a new job or carrying a very heavy schedule it is so easy to just keep going.
After all, there are the evenings and weekends, aren't there?

However, and probably just as well, our bodies were never designed to keep going non-stop. Think
of your body like a rubber band. If it's at stretch all the time it will snap much more quickly than if it's
given time to release pressure.

It was explained to me another way by a nutritionist:

'It all relates to stress,' she said. 'If you think of all the stressors in your life as individual stress
bricks, every time you experience a stressful situation, or are particularly busy, you're building a
stress wall around yourself. If you just keep going the wall has nowhere to go but up. The people
who live this way push themselves all year, take a holiday, and spend the first week being
exhausted and usually sick.
'The best way to keep the stress wall at a healthy level - enough to keep you vibrant and alive,
but not so much that you're overwhelmed and ill because of it - is to take a break of a few days
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every six weeks. This knocks some of the bricks down and keeps the wall always at a manageable
height.'
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Block Out Family And Holiday Time At The
Beginning Of The Year
Ever noticed that if you leave things like holidays or time off for when you 'have time' they don't
seem to materialise?

If you haven't got your holidays planned yet for the next twelve months, get out your yearly planner
and do it right now!

It is quite amazing how everything comes together when you set a strong goal to do something.
Often you'll first be tested as to the degree of your commitment – some enticing distraction will slide
in and wave alluringly at you. However, I’ve repeatedly noticed that if I stick firm to my original goal, it
seems as if a magic wand waves everything into place.

You can schedule both big chunks of time and smaller 'time out' slots on a regular basis for the
activities or people you really want to be with. There is no need to deny yourself joyful moments – all it
takes is a little thought and planning.
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So whether you want to spend more regular time playing golf, sailing, bushwalking, spending time
with kids or loved ones, reading or studying a new interest, ask yourself what stops you. One small
tweak can change the status quo dramatically. And often that tweak is in our mind. Instead of an
internal conversation such as: ‘I can’t do ..... because .....’, try ‘What do I need to do to enable ..... to
happen?’

You might be surprised how things and people can be moved around to support your desires for a
more balanced life – once you put a high enough value on your ‘rest-oration’ time.

An example:
My friend Terrie was the National Channels Manager for the Australian arm of a huge global IT
company. Head Office was in Sydney; her home was north of Brisbane – about an hour’s plane-ride
away. She loved gardening but her job kept her in Sydney through the week. She only got home on
weekends.

Her boss was a very strong personality so she found it quite difficult to broach the subject, but one
day she plucked up courage to ask if she could operate from Brisbane instead of out of the Sydney
office. Prior to the meeting she had worked out a clear plan of how she could still manage her
responsibilities with no detriment to the firm. As she said to him, much of the time she was on a plane
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going to one or other of the branches dotted all round Australia. That could just as easily be done from
Brisbane.

He looked at her in surprise. ‘I’m surprised you haven’t asked before. Of course you can!’
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Involve The Rest Of The Family In The Chores
And Family Responsibilities
Thank goodness the days of believing that women are the 'owners' of the domestic duties has
started to go out the window! More and more families are ensuring everyone takes responsibility for
their own mess, right from a very young age. Children can be added to the household duty roster,
including cooking duties. Even a five-year old can prepare vegetables and plan a simple meal.

From Anne Rennie, Australian best-selling author:
‘In our house we have the 'Rule of the Kitchen: If you're in the kitchen, clean it up.
‘This means no arguing about whose mess is whose. There’s no frustration and we always have a
clean kitchen.
‘Washing - I wash and hang out, the adult children still living at home bring in, fold and put away.
Pay for someone else to do your ironing. The time you spend ironing is more profitably spent in
your business.'
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Hire A Cleaner, And Any Other Assistance You
Need
The ultimate in work/life balance (in my book!) is to hire a cleaner.

Many people say ‘I can't afford it.’ How much do you spend on lunches and snacks right now? A
couple of hours will only cost between $30-$45, you’ll come home to a clean house, and your weekend
can be spent on life-enriching pursuits instead of embracing a broom and a toilet brush!

And you don't have to be on a high income to manage some kind of help. My children were very
young and my budget very stretched when my wise family doctor gave me some great advice. He also
had a family of six so understood the challenges very well.

'Find a local school girl who can come in and help you during hell hour. [A phrase which all
parents of small children correctly interpret as somewhere between 4 and 6 pm!] She can peel
potatoes, bring in the washing, tidy up the house, help bathe the kids - whatever you need help
with.'
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It was a brilliant suggestion. I immediately reshuffled my pennies, found a 14 year old down the
road willing to work for a small hourly rate, and employed her until the older children were big enough
to start helping with the chores.

And what about lawn mowing, car washing, window cleaning, gardening assistance, and sending out
the ironing? Unless you love doing these tasks yourself, give someone else the opportunity to make
some money while you enjoy your freedom. Local teenagers and semi-retired people are often looking
for such work.
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Look For Streamlined Ways To Keep The
Household Chores Under Control
There are always better ways of doing things. Keep your ear to the ground. Your mates will almost
certainly have a few excellent time-saving tips you've not thought of. You might be surprised at the
great ideas that pop up once you start talking about it.
For instance:
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Put as many of your regular payments on automatic payment
as you can.
File all your bills in the one place as soon as they come in, and
make a diary note in your organiser to remind you to pay them
on the due date.
Use a crock pot or slow cooker to start dinner before you do
the morning dash.
Prepare surplus food and freeze the leftovers for the nights
when you’re too tired to cook.
Put together an annual diary to check things like the roof,
plumbing, dates for insurance, all those responsibilities.
Put things away as you go. Clothes can go in the wardrobe as
you take them off. Wash dishes as soon as you use them. Do
washing every few days instead of dealing with a mountain of it
on the weekend.
Write a shopping list and add pantry items to it as they run out so that you never have to run to
the shop for something you forgot on grocery day.
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In Case You’re Asking ‘Where Do I Start First?’
We all have the power to shape something in our own schedules – no matter how complex and full
our lives.

Step 1: What one thing, if you could add it to your schedule, would make your heart sing, would
revitalise you? Is it time alone, beautiful music, time to walk on a beach, riding a horse, sailing, hanging
out with mates, sunsets and sunrises, reading a good book, ......?

Step 2: What currently stops you doing that?

Step 3: Without any major change in your current circumstances except a reshuffle of your
schedule, what is possible to integrate now? (It might not be everything you’d like to do but there’s
almost always something that will make a difference to your sense of wellbeing.)

Many of our perceived obstacles are of our creation, not others’ limitations.
As Richard Bach, author of ‘Jonathan Livingston Seagull’ and ‘Illusions’ writes:

‘Argue for your limitations, and sure enough, they’re yours’
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To get your FREE ebook ‘How To Master Time In Only 90 Seconds’ with a stunningly simple overview
of how to conquer your time challenges, go now to www.gettingagrip.com.
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